
Olive Homes: Listing SHOWCASE

for this weekend!

Many of you already know our property consultant Alexandru Rudenco.

Alex is an integral member of the Olive Homes team. He is always out and about searching for great listings to
offer our discerning client database.

Find out more about Alex here.

Alex's top tip this weekend, is this very special property in a small, luxury development close to Vale do Lobo
and Quinta do Lago. Don't miss out, make your viewing appointment today!
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Brand New Townhouse in Golden Triangle

A modern townhouse is actually under
construction, with high-quality standards
located just a few minutes from the
exclusive resorts of Vale do Lobo and
Quinta do Lago.

Ref. OH2490
Price € 975,000

Also in a highly sought after and desirable location, in Vilamoura, close the beach we have this beauty.

Lovely Two Bedroom Apartment in Vilamoura

Inserted in a luxury development, fabulous
brand new T2 apartment, privileged location
0.8 km from Falésia beach and Vilamoura
marina. Complex with a heated communal
pool and gardens.

Ref. OH2492
Price € 598,800

A wonderful investment property in Vilamoura.

Spacious and luxurious one-bedroom apartment in Hilton Vilamoura

The Hilton 'As Cascatas' Resort & Spa is
ideally located between Vilamoura's Old
Course and Pinhal golf course, within close
reach of the international marina, stylish
shops, leisure...

Ref. OH2452
Price € 340,000

A brand new listing and sure to be a winner is this development, where you can choose between 1, 2 and 3

bed apartments from €291,000.
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One bedroom apartment in a new development

These modern-style apartments in Quarteira
town are actually under
construction. Construction began in
February 2023, with completion scheduled
for January 2026.

Ref. OH2500, OH2501 and OH2502
Price from € 291,000

For more information, to book a viewing or make a reservation contact us today!

***If you are considering selling your property, contact Alex now for some professional advice and an obligation

free valuation***

Testimonial Of The Week

Friendly professional. Excellent services through the

whole buying process.

Tommy and Annika
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